Independent Australian
and International titles
for your readers
New Releases: March 2019
Books for all ages

Following the wildly successful Vasilisa the Wise
comes Kate Forsyth’s latest story collection...
The Buried Moon

& Other Tales of Bright Young Women
ISBN: 978-0648400004 (hardback)
Author: Kate Forsyth
Release Date:
1 March 2019
Publisher: Serenity Press
Age: Middle Fiction
Pages: 109

RRP: $32.99

ISBN:
978-1925563658
(paperback)
Author:
Cecily Anne Paterson
Release Date:
15 March 2019
Publisher:
Wombat Books
Age: Middle Fiction
Pages: 264
Trim: 20.3 x 13.3 cm

RRP: $16.99

How Not To Be Popular
DESCRIPTION: All of the seven tales in this collection have one thing in common. They
are stories of young women who face darkness and danger, but who prevail against the
odds because of the brightness of their spirit and the strength of their resolve. These
stories of bright young women will remind readers of their own inner radiance, which
gives them power to illuminate the whole world.

Wiser Than Evening
ISBN: 978-0648331766 (hardback) $19.99
A magical collection of quotations from fairy tales, poetry and
literature compiled by illustrator Lorena Carrington. A perfect
gift for the fairytale lover in your life.

Juno Jones Word Ninja
Juno Jones: # 1

ISBN: 978-0994557094 (paperback)
Author: Kate Gordon
Illustrator: Sandy Flett
Release Date: 1 March 2019
Publisher: Yellow Brick Books
Age: 6 to 10 years | Pages: 96
Trim: 19.8 x 12.9 cm

RRP: $12.99

DESCRIPTION: Maddie tries to be nice to everyone.
Even weird, chicken-obsessed Tahlia. BUT she’d way
prefer to hang out with the cool K-girls at school.
The only problem is that they don’t seem interested
in her, at least not until Year 6 camp. That’s when
Maddie has a decision to make: how far will she
go to be popular? Will she be able to live with the
guilt when she finally has everything she’s been
hoping for? Follow Maddie’s hilarious antics with
chickens, secrets and undies in the latest adventure
at Kangaroo Valley Public School.
Genre/Themes: school, popularity, friendship, bullying

DESCRIPTION: A disaster has happened. Muttonbird
Bay School might be closing. I mean, FOREVER. Juno
Jones loves her school. She does not want to have to
go to the posh school up the hill or the one down the
hill next to the sewage treatment plant. But the Men
in Suits want to close Muttonbird Bay Primary down.
And there’s only one thing Juno and her classmates
can do to stop it …Read. Which is perfectly fine for
people like Perfect Paloma, but Juno Jones is A Kid
Who Doesn’t Like Reading. Will she be able to learn
to like it in time to save her beloved school? It might
take the unthinkable to make it happen. Juno Jones
might need to become… A WORD NINJA!
Genre/Themes: humour, friendship, school, activism, bullying,
breaking stereotypes, writing, reading, aliens and ninjas!

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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ISBN: 978-0648462712
(paperback)
Author:
Louise Parrott
Illustrator:
Ann-Marie Finn
Release Date:
1 March 2019
Publisher:
Life Education
Genre: Picture Book
Pages: 32
Trim: 22 x 22 cm

ISBN: 978-0994557025
(paperback)
Author/Illustrator:
Ann-Marie Finn
Release Date:
1 March 2019
Publisher:
Yellow Brick Books
Genre: Picture Book
Pages: 32
Trim: 21.59 x 21.59 cm

Through Chaos

The Chronicles of Sarco: # 3
ISBN: 978-1683701699
Author: Joshua A. Johnston
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
US Release Date: 20 November 2018
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Age: Young Adult | Pages: 368
Trim: 13.97 x 21.336 cm

RRP: $21.99

RRP: $14.99

RRP: $14.99

Healthy Harold’s
Library Liftoff!

A Trip to the Moon

DESCRIPTION: Harold discovers how
the library is his ticket to anywhere.
Where will he go? What will he see?
Find out what he’s been up to thanks
to visits to the school library! Harold’s
fun stories are designed to share with
pre-schoolers or for early readers. They
subtly reinforce the safer, healthier life
choices that he and Life Education are
famous for.
Genre/Themes: fiction, education, health, sports

The first book
series from
Life Education
featuring
Healthy Harold

The Adventurous Princess
and other feminist fairy tales

ISBN: 978-1925652994 (hardback)
Author: Erin-Claire Barrow
Release Date: 5 March 2019
Publisher: Odyssey Books
Age: General | Pages: 60
Trim: 29.7 x 21 cm

RRP: $24.95

DESCRIPTION: Lying in his bed one night, Liam woke up and saw a
bright light. It shone through the window and Liam could see, that his
room was lit up as bright as could be... Join Liam as he investigates the
mysterious bright light and his imagination takes him on an amazing
adventure.

Only Freaks Turn Things
Into Bones
ISBN: 978-1925652970 (hardback)
Author: Steff Green
Illustrator: Bree Boldán
Release Date: 5 March 2019
Publisher: Odyssey Books
Age: Children | Pages: 40
Trim: 29.7 x 21 cm

RRP: $19.95

DESCRIPTION: What if Beauty stood up to the Beast, the Princess never
tried to sleep on the pea (and wouldn’t have noticed it if she had), and the
Swan Maiden took her revenge on the hunter who kidnapped her? The
Adventurous Princess and other feminist fairy tales is a retelling of nine
traditional fairy tales with a feminist twist. Fairy tales open up new worlds
full of enchantment and adventure, but many of these traditional stories
also reinforce rigid gender roles and norms, perpetuate stereotypes,
and lack diversity in their characters. In The Adventurous Princess, the
charm, whimsy, and magic of traditional fairy tales remain, but the diverse
characters challenge stereotypes about who they should be or how they
should act, stand up for themselves, and shape their own futures.
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DESCRIPTION: Captain Jared Carter and the Navy
cruiser Hattan have helped liberate an alien race from the
clutches of darkness, but at a terrible cost of lives and ships.
While regrouping, they receive word that a shocking fate
has befallen the Confederacy during the Hattan’s distant
campaign. Jared and his crew face the prospect that their
home as they knew it is no more.
Danger now threatens them on two fronts: ahead, in the
empire of the Domain, and behind, in the warring factions
of the former Confederacy. The Hattan battle fleet must
split up in hopes of combating both evils—their separate
destinations leading to a singular enemy...

DESCRIPTION: It’s Little Grim’s first day at his new school. He’s excited
about making new friends, but the other kids don’t like his talent for
turning anything he touches into bones. They call him “freak” and “weirdo”
and refuse to play with him. Little Grim runs away to hide but ends up
learning something very important about being different. Written and
illustrated by two artists who were victims of bullying themselves, Only
Freaks Turn Things Into Bones uses darkly gothic humour to address
the very real issue of being different.

Into the Void

Edge of Oblivion

ISBN: 978-1683700784
Author: Joshua A. Johnston
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
US Release Date: 6 Feb 2018
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Age: Young Adult | Pages: 352
Trim: 13.97 x 21.59 cm

ISBN: 978-1621840718
Author: Joshua A. Johnston
AU Release Date: 1 Oct 2016
US Release Date: 15 April 2016
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Age: Young Adult | Pages: 376
Trim: 13.97 x 21.59 cm

RRP: $21.99

RRP: $19.99

The Chronicles of Sarco: # 2

DESCRIPTION: Through an unlikely act of faith, humanity and its allies have
survived the terror of the planet-ship known as Malum. The Confederacy,
badly beaten but not destroyed, is slowly rebuilding from its brush with
oblivion.
Now Navy officer Jared Carter has a new task: to track Malum’s path back
across the Great Void and determine what threat its makers still pose to the
Confederacy. At his command will be the most powerful ship in the Navy
and a brand-new escort fleet. But dangers loom in the unknown regions
ahead--and, he soon discovers, within his own ship--that will require all the
faith and courage he and his crew can summon...

All prices include GST

DESCRIPTION: Earth has emerged from a cataclysmic dark age with little
knowledge of its past. Aided by the discovery of advanced alien technology,
humanity ventures into the stars, joining other sentient races in a sprawling,
prosperous interstellar Confederacy.
That peace is soon shattered. Without warning, the Confederacy comes
under attack by an unstoppable alien force from the unknown regions. With
hopes for civilization’s survival dwindling, Commander Jared Carter is sent
to pursue an unlikely lead: a collection of ancient alien religious fragments
which may – or may not – hold the key to their salvation …

Shivering World
ISBN: 978-1683701552
Author: Kathy Tyers
AU Release Date: 1 Jan 2019
US Release Date: 10 July 2018
Publisher: Enclave Publishing
Age: Adult Fiction | Pages: 464

RRP: $21.99

Genre/Themes: self-esteem, diversity, school, bullying, friendship

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

The Chronicles of Sarco: # 1

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

DESCRIPTION: Microbiologist Graysha Brady-Phillips
accepts a hazardous position assisting in terraforming
the planet Goddard, partly to get out of debt and partly in
desperate hope. There’s a chance that the colonists are
conducting illegal genetic research, which could provide
a cure for the genetic disorder slowly killing her. But
genetic engineering is banned by the powerful Eugenics
Board, and Graysha is the daughter of the board’s high
commissioner. When the colonists discover her connection,
she is ostracized—for the possible penalties for conducting
their radical research include death. Graysha tries to pursue
her profession and befriend the colonists, but soon she is
dodging attempts on her life. When her new world is pushed
to the brink, Graysha must decide what she will cling to.
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Now Distributing

Now Distributing

Rhymes With Cartooning

Rhymes With Drawing

ISBN: 978-0994469311
(paperback)
Author: Adam Wallace
Release Date:
1 April 2016
Publisher:
Krueger Wallace Press
Age: Children | Pages: 160
Trim: 23 x 18 cm

ISBN: 978-0980828283
(paperback)
Author: Adam Wallace
Release Date:
1 May 2015
Publisher:
Krueger Wallace Press
Age: Children | Pages: 160
Trim: 22 x 18 cm

RRP: $14.95

RRP: $14.95

Even More Cartooning the Fun Way

More Cartooning the Fun Way

Available
NOW

Available
NOW
DESCRIPTION: Rhymes With Cartooning teaches you how to draw
NINE awesome little cartoon animals. Not only that, it teaches you
expressions, proportions, and all sorts of little cartooning tips and
tricks. Not only not only that, it does it all by telling little rhyming stories.
Whaaaaaat? It’s true!!!!
Genre/Themes: how to draw, cartooning, rhyme

DESCRIPTION: Do you like drawing cartoons? Do you like rhyming
stories? Do you think upside-down bums are funny? Well then, this is
the book for you! It has 10 rhyming stories that teach you how to draw
10 cartoons! For example, a bone becomes a bull; a mermaid becomes
and elephant; a snowman becomes a penguin! It’s hours of creative
fun. So get drawing. Go. NOW!
Genre/Themes: how to draw, rhyme

Learn Cartooning the Fun Way
ISBN: 978-0980828269
(paperback)
Author: Adam Wallace
Release Date:
1 August 2014
Publisher: Krueger
Wallace Press
Age: Children | Pages: 160
Trim: 23 x 18 cm

DESCRIPTION: Learning to draw cartoons shouldn’t be stressful or
confusing. It should be fun, easy, and AWESOME! And that is why this
book exists ... because it teaches you TEN cartoon animals by telling
TEN rhyming stories! So a UFO becomes a dog; TOAST becomes a
gorilla; and a BUM becomes a cat! Follow the story, draw the steps,
and you will have the basics for some awesome cartoons. From there,
you can draw anything ... except maybe a peanut.
Genre/Themes: how to draw, rhyme, art activities
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Available
NOW
DESCRIPTION: Rusty, Buster and Patch versus the Opera is the
first book in a series about three brothers who love to have fun ...
unfortunately this is at odds with their mother, who wants them to be
classy. So she takes them to the opera, but the opera is boring for these
three, so they go looking for fun. This means they end up back stage,
on stage, under stage, under clothes, and selling hot dogs in the aisles.
Themes: adventure, humour

RRP: $19.99

DESCRIPTION: The Five Senses of Love brings home to you and your
loved ones a reassurance that Love is always there - to be enjoyed
and experienced, with all of our senses, in everyday occurrences.
Moonbeam Children’s Book Award Winner 2011 Bronze Medal Winner:
Picture Book - Preschool
Genre/Themes: bears, friendship, individuality

The Way

Lore: book 0ne
ISBN: 978-0994283931
Author: Janet Parsons
Release Date:
1 October 2017
Publisher:
Potoroo Publishing
Age: Young Adult
Pages: 232
Trim: 18 x 15 cm

RRP: $19.99

Seasons of Love

Available NOW

DESCRIPTION: In all four seasons - summer, autumn, winter and spring,
beautiful shades of love are found. Come and explore where you can find
Love the whole year through. Seasons of Love is the second book in the
international award winning Love series. The continued experiential reminder
this time is that Love is found in all four seasons is a heartwarming tale for
both reader and listener. Winner of 3 international childrens book awards.
Genre/Themes: love, friendship, seasons

Open Your Mind
and Say Ahhh!
ISBN: 978-0994283917
(paperback)
Author: Janet Parsons
Release Date:
1 August 2015
Publisher:
Potoroo Publishing
Age: General | Pages: 106
Trim: 18 x 15 cm

RRP: $19.99

Available
NOW

RRP: $11.95

Available
NOW

RRP: $19.99

The Five Senses Of Love

ISBN: 978-0994469397
(paperback)
Author: Adam Wallace
Illustrator: Serina Geddes
Release Date:
1 September 2017
Publisher:
Krueger Wallace Press
Age: Junior Fiction
Pages: 66
Trim: 23 x 16 cm

RRP: $14.95

ISBN:
978-0994283900
(paperback)
Author:
Janet Parsons
Illustrator:
Clair Richards
Release Date:
1 August 2015
Publisher:
Potoroo Publishing
Genre: Picture Book
Pages: 24
Trim: 23 x 15 cm

Available NOW

Rusty, Buster and
Patch Versus The
Opera

Rhymes With Art

ISBN:
978-0646544885
(paperback)
Author:
Janet Parsons
Illustrator:
Clair Richards
Release Date:
2 February 2010
Publisher:
Potoroo Publishing
Genre: Picture Book
Pages: 24
Trim: 21 x 15 cm

DESCRIPTION: When her parents die in a plane crash, seventeen
year old Beth Harlow is catapulted from her boarding school in Beijing
to Scituate, a coastal village south of Boston. Beth is to stay with her
peculiar Aunt Maggie, the lighthouse keeper and complete her final
year of high school. Plagued by dreams, Beth finds the veil between
her vivid imagination and reality thins to reveal:
• A past shrouded in magic
• A present calling for a hero
• And a future she was never expecting!

Available
NOW
DESCRIPTION: Open your mind and say ahhh! offers practical and
empathetic advice on coping with adversity in whatever form it appears.
Step through these concise, caring and practical suggestions for looking
after yourself or a loved one when life has delivered a huge challenge.
Be guided towards a calm and positive mindset to begin healing yourself
from within.
Genre/Themes: Self-help, lifestyle, well-being, coping

Genre/Themes: fantasy, adventure
All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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Information books

Now Distributing
28

Too Afraid to Cry

ISBN: 978-1921325304
(paperback)
Author:
Christopher Lappas
Release Date:
1 March 2018
Publisher: ILURA PRESS
Age: General | Pages: 344
Trim: 21 x 14.8 cm

ISBN: 978-1921325243
(paperback)
Author:
Ali Cobby Eckermann
Release Date:
1 December 2017
Publisher: ILURA PRESS
Age: | Pages: 218
Trim: 21 x 14 cm

RRP: $27.95

RRP: $28.95

Connecting Cultures Through Family and Food
Author: Diane Bailey, Kathryn Hulick, Mari Rich, H.W. Poole
Publisher: Mason Crest
Age Group: 12+ years | Pages: 64
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
Trim Size: 17.78 x 22.86 cm (hardback)
US Release Date: 15 August 2018
The immigrant experience is one that millions of people have gone through—or are going through right now.
As people from around the world find a new home, they bring with them the families they love and the
traditions that bind them together. They also bring a long history of sharing meals together, eating foods and
dishes that have been passed down for centuries. In this series, the shared experience of eating together
becomes the framework for examining the immigrant experiences of a wide range of nationalities and cultures.
Each has a unique story of what they left behind, why they had to move, and what they found when they
re-settled. Meanwhile, African Americans and Native Americans each went through their own much more
difficult relocation experiences and this series includes volumes on the food and culture of those important
groups, too. All groups of people who have moved, for whatever reason, however, share a desire to maintain
their long-held traditions while at the same time making new ones in their new homelands.
Through food, family, dining, and tradition, they connect their new lives with their old ones.

DESCRIPTION: A multi-layered work, in which the narrator, Scribe, during
his regular visits to his son in hospital, meets with a patient referred to
solely as 28. Drawn into 28’s stories, Scribe begins to record them in an
attempt to make sense of his own fractured life. But 28 is an enigma—to
herself, to Scribe, and to the reader—and as the novel progresses, very
little is as it first seemed. 28 continually invents and reinvents herself, and
as the emotional intensity of their relationship peaks, Scribe realises he
has fallen in love with a fiction. The ending is both surprising and eloquent.
Genre/Themes: psychology, motivation, fate, fatalism, experimental, self-actualisation,
morality, philosophy, existentialism

ISBN: 9781921325281
(hardback)
Author:
Gaye Weeden &
Hayley Smorgon
Release Date:
1 November 2015
Publisher:
ILURA PRESS
Genre: Cookbook
Pages: 248
Trim: 25.5 x 21 cm

RRP: $49.95

Genre/Themes: Global Studies
DESCRIPTION: Too Afraid to Cry is a memoir that, in bare blunt prose
and piercingly lyrical verse, gives witness to the human cost of policies
that created the Stolen Generations of Indigenous people in Australia.
It is the story of a people profoundly wronged, told through the frank
eyes of a child, and the troubled mind of that child as an adult, whose
life was irretrievably changed by being tricked away from her family
and adopted into a German Lutheran family.
Genre/Themes: Memoir, Aboriginal Australia, Indigenous, stolen generation, adoption, poetry

TITLE

HARDBACK ($39.95)

TITLE

HARDBACK ($39.95)

The African Family Table

978-1422240427

The Japanese Family Table

978-1422240472

The Chinese Family Table

978-1422240434

The Mexican Family Table

978-1422240489

The Greek Family Table

978-1422240441

The Middle Eastern Family Table

978-1422240496

The Indian Family Table

978-1422240458

The Native American Family Table

978-1422240502

The Italian Family Table

978-1422240465

The South American Family Table

978-1422240519

The Thai Family Table

978-1422240526

Vula Bevalile:

Etiquette for Success

Letters from a Young
Doctor

Author: Sarah Smith
Publisher: Mason Crest
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
US Release Date: 15 August 2018

ISBN: 978-1921325267
(hardback)
Author:
Maithri Goonetilleke
Release Date:
1 April 2014
Publisher: ILURA PRESS
Age: | Pages: 152
Trim: 21.8 x 14.6 cm

Age Group: 12+ years | Pages: 64
Trim Size: 17.78 x 22.86 cm (hardback)

“Etiquette for Success. Personal, relationship-building skills are the key to professional success.”
— Peter Post
Etiquette Expert, The Emily Post Institute.
Good etiquette boosts social confidence and helps students navigate a path to success in adult life.
Etiquette for Success offers expert guidance on how to act in a variety of situations—from social media to
the workplace, and from family functions to traveling abroad. Good manners are essential for maintaining
healthy relationships at home, school, and work, and are key to personal and professional achievement.

RRP: $32.95

The advice given in this series empowers readers by showing them how to tackle the social and cultural
challenges we face in modern life.

Genre/Themes: Contemporary Issues

Every Bite Takes You Home
DESCRIPTION: Every Bite Takes You Home invites us to share in the
journeys of sixteen remarkable asylum seekers who have found a home
in Australia. Each person’s unique story, blended with the memories of
their favourite recipes and traditions, reminds us that food can unite us
all, generating acceptance and understanding across diverse cultures
and societies.
Genre/Themes: asylum seeker, recipes, culture, food, migration, migrant

6

DESCRIPTION: Vula Bevalile: Letters from a Young Doctor is a
collection of vignettes written over several years by Australian doctor
Maithri Goonetilleke, who has been contributing his time voluntarily
in Swaziland—a country devastated by extreme poverty and the HIV
and AIDS epidemic.
Genre/Themes: Non-Fiction, Swaziland, medical, HIV, AIDS, poverty

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

All prices include GST

TITLE

HARDBACK ($39.95)

Etiquette for Success: Dining

978-1422239704

Etiquette for Success: Relationships

978-1422239711

Etiquette for Success: School

978-1422239728

Etiquette for Success: Social Media & Online Manners

978-1422239735

Etiquette for Success: Social Situations

978-1422239742

Etiquette for Success: Traveling Abroad

978-1422239759

Etiquette for Success: Workplace

978-1422239766

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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Leadership Skills & Character Building

Tech 2.0: World-Changing Social Media Companies

Author: Randy Charles
Publisher: Mason Crest
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
US Release Date: 1 January 2018

Author: John Csiszar, Craig Ellenport, John Perritano
Publisher: Mason Crest
Age Group: 12+ years | Pages: 64
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
Trim Size: 17.78 x 22.86 cm (hardback)
US Release Date: 15 August 2018

Illustrator:
Age Group: 12+ years | Pages: 64
Trim Size: 17.78 x 22.86 cm (hardback)

Technology plays a part in just about every aspect of modern existence, perhaps nowhere more clearly than
in social media. Companies such as Facebook, Instagram, and SnapChat have changed the way that people
in every generation communicate. This series focuses on those and other companies that are changing the
way we connect, relate, and stay informed, and in telling the growth stories of those companies, reflects
on where they will take us next.

“Leadership Skills and Character Building. Leaders are made rather than born.”
— Warren Bennis.
Leadership Studies Pioneer.
This series explodes the myth that leadership can’t be taught. In fact, everyone can teach themselves
leadership skills if they put their mind to it, and the sooner students understand the qualities of their own
character, the sooner they can make positive changes.

Genre/Themes: Math & Science

Leadership Skills and Character Building is a series designed to help students acquire a deeper understanding
of the character and leadership skills they need for a successful, happy, and well-rounded life. Each book in
the series guides young readers as they explore the importance of grit, communications skills, cooperation,
problem solving, integrity, self-confidence, and more.
Parents and schools often emphasize the importance of academic achievement, but success in life also
requires good social skills. This series encourages students to develop a broad set of such skills, including
creativity, initiative, perseverance, tolerance, a sense of responsibility, and self-discipline, and to put these
skills into practice.
HARDBACK ($39.95)

Communication Skills

978-1422239957

Initiative, Grit & Perseverance

978-1422239964

Integrity & Honesty

978-1422239971

Organization & Problem-Solving

978-1422239988

Self-Confidence

978-1422239995

Self-Discipline & Responsibility

978-1422240007

Tolerance & Cooperation

978-1422240014
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978-1422240557

Netflix, Amazon, Hulu and Streaming Video

978-1422240564

Pixar, Disney, DreamWorks and Digital Animation

978-1422240571

Spotify, Pandora, and Streaming Music

978-1422240588

YouTube and Videos of Everything!

978-1422240595

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

Instagram

978-1422240625

Reddit

978-1422240632

SnapChat

978-1422240649

Twitter

978-1422240656

WhatsApp

978-1422240663

TITLE

HARDBACK ($44.95)

Communism: Control of the State

978-1422240151

Democracy: the People’s Government

978-1422240168

Dictatorship: Authoritarian Rule

978-1422240175

Fascism: Radical Nationalism

978-1422240199

Oligarchy: Power of the Wealthy Elite

978-1422240212

The Evolution of Government

978-1422240182

Theocracy: Religious Government

978-1422240229

The World’s Biomes
Author: Kimberly Sidabras
Publisher: Mason Crest
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
US Release Date: 15 August 2018

Age Group: 12+ years | Pages: 80
Trim Size: 17.78 x 22.86 cm (hardback)

A biome is a very large ecological area, with plants and animals that are adapted to the environmental
conditions there. Biomes are usually defined by physical characteristics—such as climate, geology, or
vegetation—rather than by the animals that live there. Plants and animals within the biome have all evolved
special adaptations that make it possible for them to live in that area.

Genre/Themes: Math & Science

GoPro, Garmin, and Camera Drones

978-1422240618

Monarchy: Sovereignty of a King or Queen 978-1422240205

This series focuses on a group of companies—also including YouTube and GoPro, and featuring a title on
the rise of Esports—that are changing the way we read, watch TV and movies, and create new stories to
tell, as well as how we experience those stories. With this information, readers might be inspired themselves
to make tomorrow’s new techology come to life!

978-1422240540

Facebook

Genre/Themes: Global Studies

Watch TV? Nah, watch Netflix. Watch actors in a movie? Nope, watch digitally animated Pixar and Dreamstime
characters. Buy a CD? What is this—the ’90s? Stream it on Pandora and Spotify! From movies and TV to
games and sports, the Internet and technology completely changed the world of entertainment and information.

Esports: A Billion Eyeballs and Growing

HARDBACK ($39.95)

The series SYSTEMS OF GOVERNMENT examines the most common forms of government still found in
the world today, discussing their origins and evolution into the present forms, and providing case studies of
modern rulers that give students the perspective to understand the basis for various forms of government—
including their own.

Author: Craig Ellenport, Tim Newcomb, Michael Burgan, Michael Centore
Publisher: Mason Crest
Age Group: 12+ years | Pages: 64
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
Trim Size: 17.78 x 22.86 cm (hardback)
US Release Date: 15 August 2018

HARDBACK ($39.95)

TITLE

Author: Randy Hess, Denice Butler, Sam Portus, Larry Gillespie, Tara Derrick
Publisher: Mason Crest
Age Group: 12+ years | Pages: 96
AU Release Date: 1 March 2019
Trim Size: 17.78 x 22.86 cm (hardback)
US Release Date: 1 January 2018

Tech 2.0: World-Changing Entertainment Companies

TITLE

HARDBACK ($39.95)

Systems of Government

Genre/Themes: Contemporary Issues
TITLE

TITLE

THE WORLD’S BIOMES series provides information on five of the most important biomes in the world
today: deserts, grasslands, oceans, rainforests, and wetlands. A variety of useful features supplement the
texts, including glossary terms, sources for further information, links to educational videos, and ideas for
projects and reports.

Genre/Themes: Math & Science

All prices include GST

TITLE

HARDBACK ($39.95)

TITLE

HARDBACK ($39.95)

Deserts

978-1422240366

Rainforests

978-1422240397

Grasslands

978-1422240373

Wetlands

978-1422240403

Oceans

978-1422240380

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au
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Thank you
for another

great year!

47.5% off

our key titles for 2018.
Quote the code “Bestof2018” when you
place your order to receive 47.5% off these titles.

Offer ends 31 January 2019

Vasilisa The Wise & other
tales of brave young women
ISBN: 978-0648103059 (hardback)
Author: Kate Forsyth
Illustrator: Lorena Carrington
Release Date: 14 December 2017
Publisher: Serenity Press
Age: Young Adult | Pages: 104

RRP: $29.99

Girl Running,
Boy Falling
ISBN: 978-1925563528
Author: Kate Gordon
Release Date:
15 October 2018
Publisher: Rhiza Edge
Age: Young Adult | Pages: 236
Trim: 26.0 x 21.0 cm

RRP: $17.99
DESCRIPTION: Sixteen-yearold Therese lives in a small town
on a small island. Her Aunt Kath
calls her Tiger. Her friends call
her Resey. The boy she loves
calls her Champ. She’s a lot of
different things for a lot of different
people. Therese has always had
her feet on the ground. She’s
running through high school, but
someone in her life is about to fall
... And when he does, her perfect
world falls with him.
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Broad Plain Darkening
ISBN: 978-1925652451
(paperback)
Author: Clare Rhoden
Release Date: 20 October 2018
Publisher: Odyssey Books
Age: Adult | Pages: 268
Trim: 15.24 x 22.86 cm

RRP: $23.95
DESCRIPTION: The safe world
of the Pale is under threat. Inside
the policosmos, the new Regent
Adaeze strives for dominance over
the all-powerful Senior Forecaster,
but the Pale’s humachine citizens
are unaware that their city is close
to collapse. Outside on Broad Plain,
the exiled human Hector undertakes
a dangerous trek to find a safe haven
for the orphaned twins. How can
anyone survive as their world shifts
underneath them?

DESCRIPTION: Meet the brave young women from tales
of yore … Vasilisa who must try to outwit the fearsome
witch Baba-Yaga. Katie Crackernuts who sets out to
save her sister from dark magic. Flora, the gardener’s
daughter, who marries a giant serpent to save a prince.
Fairer-Than-A-Fairy, a princess who is kidnapped by
an evil one-eyed enchantress. Lullala, in love with a
prince cursed to be a lion by day and a man by night.
Rosemary, a Scottish lass whose baby is stolen by
the wicked faery folk of the Sidhe. Ursula, a princess
replaced by a walking, talking automaton. These are
not your usual passive princess, waiting forlornly for
their prince to come …

Jacaranda Snow

Filthy Fergal

ISBN: 978-1925563283
(hardback)
Author: Catherine Greer
Illustrator: Helene Magisson
Release Date:
30 September 2018
Publisher: Wombat Books
Genre: Picture Book
Pages: 32
Trim: 18.42 x 12.07 cm

ISBN: 978-0994557056
(hardback)
Author: Sigi Cohen
Illustrator: Sona Babajanyan
Release Date: 1 October 2018
Publisher: Yellow Brick Books
Genre: Picture Book
Pages: 32
Trim: 21 x 28 cm

RRP: $24.99
DESCRIPTION: We re so lucky, said
Gran. We ve just enough for two.
Jess and Gran have always made
the best of everything. When there s
not much for dinner, they cook oodles
of noodles. When there s no cake for
birthdays, they toast marshmallows
on the stove. When it snows in the
mountains, Jess longs to go. But
there s no extra money for a holiday
this year. So Jess finds a way to see
the most amazing snow of all.

RRP: $24.99
DESCRIPTION: Fergal is a happy
lad, not bothered at all by the effect
of his putrid stench on everyone
around him. When even the rats
and cockroaches are driven out
of town by his ‘aroma’, Fergal
sets out to find somewhere he
belongs, and discovers that even
a boy like him can find a place to
call home … Another hilarious tale
from the author of My Dead Bunny,
shortlisted in the CBCA Picture
Book of the Year Awards 2016.

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

Cloud Conductor

Grumpy Bear, Grouchy Bear

ISBN: 978-1925563344 (paperback)
Author: Kellie Byrnes
Illustrator: Ann-Marie Finn
Release Date: 1 May 2018
Publisher: Wombat Books
Genre: Picture Book | Pages: 32
Trim: 30 x 22.5 cm

ISBN: 978-0994557070 (hardback)
Author: Lynn Ward
Illustrator: Monty Lee
Release Date: 1 September 2018
Publisher: Yellow Brick Books
Genre: Picture Book | Pages: 32
Trim: 17.78 x 10.81 cm

RRP: $24.99

RRP: $24.99

DESCRIPTION: Frankie loves to just sit and
watch the clouds. She conducts symphonies
in the sky and listens to the melodies that only
she can hear. As the seasons pass, Frankie
is taken away from her bedroom on the tales
she creates. Even when illness means she
can’t leave her bed, Frankie can escape to the
beach with shimmering waves or the outback
with thundering horses.

DESCRIPTION: Bear is hungry. Tummyrumbling hungry. But no matter how hard
he tries Bear can’t catch his supper, which
makes him a very GRUMPY, GROUCHY bear
indeed! Bear gets into a few pickles in this fun
rhyming story. He’s a hungry bear who finds
much more than he was looking for, but ends
up with exactly what he needs ...

Canvas
ISBN: 978-0648297901
Author: Sarah Hope
Release Date: 8 January 2018
Publisher: Bowman & Hawkes
Age: Adult Fiction | Pages: 537
Trim: 15.3 x 23.4 cm

RRP: $32.95
DESCRIPTION: Alice McKinley inherits Dunedin,
the family’s crumbling pastoral estate in Victoria’s
Western District and soon discovers the sprawling
sheep station is on the brink of bankruptcy. A
posthumous gift from her grandmother, Cecily
reveals a Pandora’s box of riddles, clues and
cryptic correspondence, including a journal written
by her ancestor, Florence. Alice is catapulted into
a frantic search for something she’s not even sure
is real — a missing masterpiece, commissioned
by her family in the 1870s. It’s an heirloom
rumoured to be worth millions and would save
Dunedin from financial ruin.
Themes: Historical Fiction

Out of the Cages

An Elephant On Your Nose

ISBN: 978-1925563412 (paperback)
Author: Penny Jaye
Release Date: 1 July 2018
Publisher: Rhiza Edge
Age: Young Adult | Pages: 274
Trim: 13.2 x 20.32 cm

ISBN: 978-0648283973 (paperback)
Author: Warren Reed
Release Date: 1 November 2018
Publisher: For Pity Sake Publishing
Age: Young Adult | Pages: 306
Trim: 13.2 x 20.32 cm

RRP: $19.99

RRP: $24.99

DESCRIPTION: Fifteen-year-old Meena has
given up all hope of ever escaping the brothel. For
three years she’s locked away her memories – of
home, of her childhood friend, of what it means
to hope. But when a botched police raid offers
her a chance at freedom, Meena must face the
truth about her past. As she attempts to piece her
life back together, the memories she has buried
deep inside begin to resurface. Meena realises
escaping the brothel is only the beginning of what
it means to be free. Sometimes it’s ourselves we
need to trust again…

DESCRIPTION: In the lead up to the 2020
Tokyo Olympics, MI6’s Isabella Di Stefano
Butterfield is sent to Japan to assist in setting
up the country’s own spy service. But a tip-off
about a home-grown terror plot received from an
unlikely source - China - throws Bella headlong
into a complex multinational spy operation.

All prices include GST

bookstores.novelladistribution.com.au

Food as Medicine
ISBN: 978-1925044621 (hardback)
Author: Sue Radd
Release Date: 20 October 2016
Publisher: Signs Publishing
Age: General | Pages: 400
Trim: 28.5 x 23.0 cm

RRP: $55.00
DESCRIPTION: Your comprehensive
introduction to cooking food as medicine in your
kitchen. 150 delicious, plant-based recipes for
the best health of you, your family and those
you cook for, addressing the nutritional causes
of our most common chronic diseases.
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Page No.

Book Title

ISBN

RRP

QTY

Line Total

SPECIAL OFFER TITLES (47.5% OFF) CODE “Bestof2018” OFFER ENDS 31/01/2019
10

Vasilisa the Wise & Other Tales of Brave Young Women

978-0648103059

29.99

10

Girl Running, Boy Falling

978-1925563528

17.99

10

Broad Plain Darkening

978-1925652451

23.95

10

Jacaranda Snow

978-1925563283

24.99

10

Filthy Fergal

978-0994557056

24.99

10

Canvas

978-0648297901

32.95

10

Cloud Conductor

978-1925563344

24.99

10

Grumpy Bear, Grouchy Bear

978-0994557070

24.99

10

Out of the Cages

978-1925563412

19.99

10

An Elephant On Your Nose

978-0648283973

24.99

10

Food as Medicine

978-1925044621

55.00
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